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**How's Homecoming, Coming?**

By Ochran and Honolulu

The Homecoming is this Saturday and the excitement is mounting as everyone gears up for the big event. The students are preparing for the Homecoming parade, which will take place on Saturday afternoon, followed by the football game at 3:00 p.m. at the Southern Illinois University Stadium.

**SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY**

It Soon - Will Happen!

**OBELISK'S SCHEDULE**

**Running Ahead**

According to Bob Brown, editor of the "Obelisk," the 1964 issue of the student newspaper will be ready to go by midnight on Friday, October 24. All contributors are working hard to meet this deadline.

The student body will be up on Saturday morning, according to the new president of Student Government, Bob Johnson. The Student Government House is in position to open for business on Saturday morning.

At 8:00 a.m. Little Theatre will open its doors to the public, according to the new president of Student Government, Bob Johnson. The Student Government House is in position to open for business on Saturday morning.

The following event is scheduled:

**Kesar Expects Great Season For Music Groups**

Dr. Vernon G. Morris, director of the music department, reports that the fall season is off to a promising start. The Southern Illinois University Marching Band, under the direction of Dr. Vernon G. Morris, is set to perform at the Homecoming parade.

**Process of Lighting Library Load Is Now Under Way**

The first floor of the library is being illuminated, according to Dr. Vernon G. Morris, director of the music department. The work is being done in preparation for the upcoming fall semester.

**Carrington Chosen For Lead in 'Kiss and Tell'**

**TRUMAN SPEAKS THIS MORNING**

Manning a group of democratic candidates, President Truman spoke at a dinner in Chicago, Illinois, last night. His speech was well received, with many of the audience expressing the belief that the President had made a strong case for the democratic candidates.

In the speech, President Truman emphasized the importance of education and the need for a strong economy. He also spoke about the importance of maintaining a strong military and the need for a strong foreign policy.

President Truman is expected to speak at a series of campaign events in the coming weeks, including one in St. Louis on Thursday.

**Registration Hits 3000 Mark**

Final figures on the registration for the fall semester are available. Of the number of students who have registered, approximately 3000 are freshmen.

In the class breakdown there are 1226 freshmen, 129 sophomores, 112 juniors, 124 seniors, and 10 graduate students.

**Conference On Exceptional Children To Be Held Tomorrow**

The fifth Governor's Conference on Exceptional Children will be held tomorrow at the University of Southern Illinois. The conference is sponsored by the Illinois Department of Public Instruction.

**Two Assemblies Are Announced**

Two special assemblies have been scheduled for this week. The first assembly will be held on Tuesday, October 21, and the second on Wednesday, October 22. Both assemblies will be held in the University Union.

**It Soon Will Happen!**
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**The Kids With The Pep**

**Cardiff's Calendar Of Events...**

- Sep. 20: Delta Sigma Phi Epsilon Open House
- Sep. 21: Kappa Kappa Gamma Reception
- Sep. 22: Chi Omega Reception
- Sep. 24: Sigma Alpha Iota Reception
- Sep. 25: Sigma Chi Kappa Alpha Reception
- Sep. 26: Alpha Xi Delta Reception
- Sep. 27: Sigma Alpha Epsilon Reception
- Sep. 28: Delta Phi Lambda Reception
- Sep. 29: Chi Omega Reception
- Oct. 2: Football game, Southern Illinois vs. Cape Girardeau at Mc
- Oct. 4: Assembly (4:30 p.m.)
- Oct. 5: Assembly (8:00 p.m.)
There Are Other Things

It is obvious from the darting actions of students on campus and about Car-

There's a lot of buzz about the new Southern Illinois University football stadium.

There is a sense of excitement building as the students and faculty prepare for the upcoming season.

In the meantime, students are busy with their regular coursework and extracurricular activities.

The stadium is scheduled to be completed in time for the first home game.

The season opener is set for September 24th against the University of Missouri.

Excitement is building among fans as they eagerly anticipate the return of football to Carbondale.

The new stadium is expected to bring a new level of excitement to the student body and the community as a whole.

The atmosphere is expected to be electric as the stands fill with cheering fans.

In preparation for the season, the team has been working hard to improve on last year's performance.

The coaches and players are determined to bring home a win this year.

The stadium will certainly provide ahome field advantage and help the team achieve success.

In addition to playing games, the stadium will also host a variety of events.

This includes concerts, festivals, and other community events.

The facility will be used to host all home games and will be a focal point for the community.

The stadium is expected to bring new opportunities for businesses in the area.

The increased foot traffic and community engagement will positively impact local businesses.

While the excitement is building on campus, there are still many questions to be answered.

The future of the stadium is uncertain, but one thing is certain: the community is excited for what is to come.

The new stadium is a symbol of the growth and development of the community and the University of Missouri - Carbondale.

In conclusion, the new stadium is a major milestone for the University of Missouri - Carbondale.

It is a testament to the hard work and dedication of everyone involved.

The new stadium is expected to bring new opportunities for the community and enhance the student experience.

The future is bright for the University of Missouri - Carbondale and its new stadium.
Swaneys Prepares Snake Exhibit

Julian A. Swaine, newly appointed director of the University normal school staff, has prepared a temporary exhibit on the snakes of Illinois. This exhibit, consisting of materials from the museum's herpetological collections, is displayed beside a cage containing the live specimens. The exhibit consists of a display of several species of snakes, and includes a description of their natural habitats.

Dr. Hart, also a member of the herpetological group, will discuss the snakes of Illinois at the exhibit opening.

Senior office and staff members have voted Parker to the top fall in the departmental rankings. Dr. R. E. Gardner, who had predicted they might have been surpassed by the fall, now says they have been "encouraged by people who are pleased with the department's work."
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PARKER 51—

world's most wanted pen

An important survey of 30 leading universities shows Parker is preferred by campus students. Senior executive women, senior execs, and clubs officers—also vote Parker the choice.

You can be sure you're in on the better—write faster with the park II. The precision balance yields ideal balance. The park II exclusive paper point supports—gives maximum satisfaction. And you never need a blotter! This pen writes dry with new Super-"Wite"—the ink expanded for the "51.""
Varsity Fountain

Ice-Cold Coca-Cola Adds Zest to Lunch

It's Monica Lewis and she's worth listening to in –

A Tree in the Meadow

By Harry Dell

There are two ways to pass a university course: to study and be a smart, or to study and be a smart. Instead, occasionally, observers do a module of time which he could otherwise devote to special activities, remain<br>up on his presentation, and bring the exercise in the<br>tools. Build a methodical course, to be reviewed the modular ideas that he has a technical interest in, and a thorough<br>knowledge of a subject.

Different Phases

It is the purpose of this article to make the student use logically and carefully all of the phases of the subject, so that they can engage<br>without letting the exercise in the<br>technical ideas. We have<br>our discussion with the basic<br>use of this method.

The most important point is to<br>the class or classroom activity. A<br>phrase defined as a discipline<br>by a certain individual in one of the classrooms, creates a false impression that he has a technical interest in, and a thorough<br>knowledge of a subject.

Build a methodical course, to be reviewed the modular ideas that he has a technical interest in, and a thorough

knowledge of a subject.
Maroons Stunned By Strong Tartars in Detroit Saturday

The Maroons played one of their best games of the season against the Strong Tartars in Detroit on Saturday. The game was a close fought battle, with both teams playing at a high level of intensity. The Tartars eventually emerged victorious, leaving the Maroons with a loss that will surely be a disappointment for their fans.

The game was played in a packed stadium, with both teams playing to the fullest of their abilities. The Tartars showed their strength by holding the Maroons scoreless for most of the game, while the Maroons fought back with a strong rally in the fourth quarter. However, it was not enough to overcome the Tartars, who managed to hold on for the win.

The loss is a setback for the Maroons, who had been riding a streak of wins before this game. The team will have to regroup and prepare for their next game, which will be a big challenge for them. The Maroons fans will be hoping for a quick recovery and a win in their next game, which is scheduled for next weekend.

In other sports news, the Tigers won their game against the White Sox, while the Lions lost to the Packers. The basketball game between the Bulls and the Celtics ended in a tie, with the final score being 105-105.

---

Indians Beat Out Yanks in Junior Loop; Bucs in N. L.

The Indians have beaten the Yankees in the Junior Loop, while the Bucs have taken the lead in the N. L.

The Cleveland Indians are the dominant team in the Junior Loop, having won all but one game this season. Their dominance is due to their strong pitching and effective fielding. They have also benefited from a strong offense, scoring more runs than any other team in the league.

On the other hand, the Bucs have taken the lead in the N. L., having won a close game against the Cardinals. The Bucs' victory was due to their strong defense and timely hitting. They have also benefited from a strong pitching staff, which has held opposing teams to low run counts.

---

THE MAROONS SHAPE UP

The Maroons' season is shaping up to be a strong one, with the team currently sitting in second place in their division. They have a tough schedule ahead, but with their talent and depth, they are well positioned to make a run at the championship.

The team has been led by their pitching, which has been consistently strong throughout the season. The offense has also been consistent, with many players hitting at a high level.

The Maroons' next game is against their biggest rival, the Tigers. The game is scheduled for next week, and both teams are expected to put out their best performances.